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Abstract- Connectivity offers the foundation for achieving required quality of service in all WSN
applications. By the concept of cyclic-like topologies proposed and their property proved, we find a new
searching method based on cyclic paths on nodes and their combination, which cuts down the cost of
ensuring bi-connectivity in this problem. On the basis of graph and probability theory, our centralized
connectivity-aware algorithm with cyclic-like topologies and computation of link reachability is
proposed. Results of the experiments show that, our topology control algorithm could be more
satisfactory than that of another two algorithms in different scales of networks.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are becoming increasingly common in recent years [1][2], and heading
out to a wide variety of applications in the real world such as energy saving, object tracking and
smart building issues[16-17]. The network nodes are expected to form a network in order to share
data and coordinate their actions when participating in the execution of tasks [15].
Particularly, connectivity is a significant property of wireless sensor network, for a disconnected
network is out of service. It is always at the heart of WSN design, analysis, and implementation
as it provides the communication foundation for achieving desirable quality of service in all
WSN applications [3]. In this paper, different from traditional work in sensor network which only
focuses on traditional connectivity and interference power limitation, we introduce cyclic-like
topologies and probability in this problem. Similarly as what was proposed in CR network [4],
we also divide connectivity into topological connectivity and physical connectivity; but we
modified the definition of the later one to adapt cases in wireless sensor network. In topological
connectivity, bi-connectivity is a widely applied for design of fault tolerant wireless sensor
networks [5]. Then our problem to address is as below:
Given a network in which every node is using the maximum power for transimition, the targeted
physical connectivity of induced network, our task is to achieve bi-connectivity and targeted
physical connectivity in this network; and our objective is to minimize the average transmitting
power of nodes and the number of components.
No matter topological or physical connectivity has been studied in traditional wireless ad hoc
networks in previous literatures, thus those related works are divided into these two categories.
Topological connectivity mainly focuses on the topologies of network, which contributes to
overall robustness. 1-connectivity of ad hoc network is investigated in [6], while k-connectivity
of a wireless ad hoc network is considered in [7][8][9]. Then a robust topology control algorithm
was also proposed for a better fault tolerant WSN, which is usually made sure by k-connectivity
[10]. Particularly, bi-connectivity as a basic requirement of k-connectivity, is a widely applied for
design of fault tolerant wireless sensor networks [11][12].
Works showed above have two common characteristics and are called Routine TopologicalConnectivity-Aware algorithms (RTCA), which all ensure the bi-connectivity of a certain
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topology by checking the connectivity without one node which may have a heavier overhead and
do not take physical connectivity into account. Physical connectivity in this paper refers to the
probability of successful communication on links or paths which have transmission opportunity
between nodes. In RTCA, the physical connectivity on a link or a path is simply treated as a
variable in Boolean: connected (valued 1) or not (valued 0). However In practical environments,
pairs of nodes can be not ideally fully connected but always with reachable lossy links;
accordingly, better grained physical connectivity will allow a transmitter to not only connect
more nodes but also produce a better topology. Moreover, the correlation of adjacent nodes is
taken into account and lossy links are better utilized, thus the communication of network is
becoming more efficient than before [13]. Both QoC (Quality of Communication, similar with
physical connectivity) and QoS (Quality of Service) requirements are considered by the
algorithm CSR in [14], which performs 250% better than another algorithm; but regardless of
topological connectivity.
On one hand in these works, the bi-connectivity of a certain topology is traditionally ensured by
checking the connectivity without each one node, which is exactly based on the definition but
with relatively heavy overhead. In this method, when a node is removed, we need

to

establish a BFS tree to check the connectivity of the remained network. Then since every one
node should be removed once, the overall time cost of this traditional checking function could be
as high as

.

On the other hand, the number of topologies to check could be very large. Admittedly CSR may
deal well with physical connectivity. however if certain requirements on topological connectivity
are additionally considered in CSR, these and the origin requirements on physical connectivity
often could not be both at the same time achievable on the whole network. In this case to acquire
both two categories of requirements, the whole network has to be divided into various subnetworks. Then since the requirements are strict and the number of possible topologies is large,
we need to search subsets of the whole network in a particular order. However, topologies do not
have a strictly incremental bi-connectivity on nodes. That is to say, bi-connectivity has no strict
correlation with the number of nodes. For example, if a 3-node topology is bi-connected, a 4node topology based on it is may be or may not be bi-connected; if a 3-node topology is not biconnected, a 4-node topology based on it still may be or may not be bi-connected. In the worst
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case, we may have to check for all possible subsets in the network, whose number could be very
large.
Thus in terms of the checking function and searching method, previous works still need to be
improved to address our problem to achieve both topological and physical requirements. If we do
not follow any rules to search for required topologies, there will be a number of sub-networks for
us to check, which means we have to call the heavy function to check the bi-connectivity in
various sub-networks again and again when considering requirements on both connectivity,
which probably brings unbelievably high cost on time and energy.
Therefore in this paper, different from traditional work in connectivity of WSN which focuses on
only topological or only physical connectivity, we manage to balance these two requirements.

II.

PRELIMINARY

As mentioned above, previous works still need to be improved for a better network achieving
both topological and physical requirements. The challenge of the former requirement lies in the
high cost to go through possible topologies and pick up the best one [6-12]; at the same time the
latter requirement is always ignored but exists in engineering [13, 14].
By proposing cyclic-like topologies, we omit the heavy checking function and find a new
searching method based on the minimum cyclic paths on nodes and their combination, which cuts
down the cost of ensuring bi-connectivity in this problem and ensure the topological requirement;
and by utilizing the concept of probability like previous work, we make physical connectivity
better grained. A Connectivity-aware Topology control algorithm with Cyclic-like Structures
(CTCS) is then proposed to ensure the requirements of both topological and physical connectivity.
CTCS uses a topological optimized algorithm based on Cyclic-like topologies to cut down the
cost of the traditional checking function of bi-connectivity. First we introduce this new definition
and prove its property of bi-connectivity.
Definition 1 Cyclic-like topologies
It refers to a kind of topologies meeting any one of the two conditions:
(1) It contains only one single node or two connected nodes;
(2) For every node in it, there exists at least one path which is called cyclic path that starts from it
and also ends at it. A cyclic path contains more than two nodes and no overlapping nodes besides
the starting/end node. There is more than one node overlapped between cyclic paths.
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We next show that the cyclic-like topology is equal to the bi-connected topology by respectively
proving the necessity and sufficiency of this proposition. We have the following lemma first.
Lemma 1 In a cyclic-like topology, there are at least two node-disjoint paths between two
nodes

which belong to two different cyclic paths

.

Proof: According to the Definition 1, every cyclic path overlaps with at least another cyclic path
to two or more nodes. Below we prove Lemma 1 with mathematical induction on different (direct
and indirect) overlapping cases of

.
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endpoint

, so as the path

except their endpoint

. Again, these two paths are not overlapped with each other

.

Fig.1 A sketch for indirectly overlapped cyclic paths

According to our assumption, there are also at least two node-disjoint paths between any two
which belong to two different cyclic paths

nodes

paths which does not overlap with
to
path

with endpoint

other except endpoints
between

when

except endpoint
and finally

by analyzing paths on

; we define one of the two
as

; It can connect

are obtained. Similarly, we can get another

. Obviously

and

are not overlapped with each

, thus there are at least two node-disjoint paths

indirectly overlaps with

.

Therefore in a cyclic-like topology, there are at least two node-disjoint paths between two
which belong to two different cyclic paths

nodes

Theorem 1 A
Proof: if

.

-node ( >0) cyclic-like component is bi-connected.
, that is a cyclic-like component with one or two nodes and it is obviously bi-

connected.
If

, as below we first prove that every node pair vi , v j (i ≠ j) is connected with at least two

distinct paths in which there is no overlapping nodes.
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If the cyclic path of vi contains v j , then there is a path like vi , v1 ,…, v j ,…, v2 , vi without
overlapping nodes besides vi and that is to say, there are two distinct paths between vi and vi
without any overlapping nodes, i.e., vi , v1 ,…, v j and v j ,…, v2 , vi .
If the cyclic path of vi does not contain vi , then these two nodes belong to different cyclic paths.
According to Lemma 1, we can always find at least two node-disjoint paths between

to

respectively from different cyclic paths. Therefore every node pair vi , v j (i ≠ j) is connected with
at least two distinct paths without overlapping nodes, which means the corresponding topology is
bi-connected when
Overall, A

.

-node ( >0) cyclic-like component is bi-connected.

Theorem 2 A
Proof: If

-node ( >0) bi-connected component is cyclic-like.
, for a bi-connected component with one or two nodes, it is obviously cyclic-

like.
If

, as below we first prove that for every node in the component, there exists at least one

path that starts from it, also ends at it and contains more than two nodes and no overlapping
nodes besides the starting/end node. According to the definition of bi-connected topologies, there
are at least two node-disjoint paths between every two nodes
component, i.e.,
cyclic path that starts from

and

in a bi-connected

. If we connect these two paths on the endpoint

and ends at it can be obtained, i.e.,

,a

. Obviously

the path contains more than two nodes and there is not any duplicated node except endpoints.
Thus if the topology is in fact a cyclic path, obviously it is cyclic-like according to the definition.
Below we consider the cases with nodes that constitute more than a cyclic path in a bi-connected
topology. Assume that there is such a cyclic path

in bi-connected topologies, which does not

overlapped with any other cyclic paths or only overlapped to one node. Then with proof by
contradiction we can show that assumption is not valid and prove that in all bi-connected
topologies all cyclic paths are overlapped with at least another one to two or more nodes.
Because a bi-connected topology is connected, the cyclic path

must connect to other nodes and

since there are more nodes than a single cyclic path in this topology, such “other nodes” must
exist. Links that connect two cyclic paths but do not belong to any of them are called bridge.
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According to the proof above, all nodes belong to at least one cyclic path, thus

must connect to

at least another cyclic path by bridges or overlap with at least another cyclic path.
Assume that path

is connected to another cyclic path

by the bridge. If they are connected with

two or more different bridges, and then among these bridges there must be at least one pair of
different bridges which do not share the same endpoint with each other; otherwise the topology
will become disconnected when the same endpoint is removed, which is absurd according to the
assumption that the topology is bi-connected. But if there is such a pair of different bridges that
do not have shared endpoint and connect path
of bridges will always occur between path

and , then a cyclic path that contains the pair

and ; will obviously overlap with

or more nodes, which is also absurd according to our assumption. Thus if
they are connected by only one single bridge. If

and

to two

connects to , then

also connects to or overlaps with other cyclic

path(not ) that connects to , then a cyclic path will also occur containing those connected links
between cyclic paths; this new cyclic path also overlap with

to two or more nodes, which is

also absurd according to our assumption. But if the cyclic path

does not connect to or overlap

with other cyclic paths than , then when any one endpoint of the single connecting bridge
between

and

is removed,

and

will no longer be connected, which is also absurd according

to the assumption of bi-connectivity. Thus

cannot connect to

with the bridge, so as other

cyclic paths.
Then in bi-connected topology, cyclic paths can only overlap with each other instead of
connected to each other by the bridge. Assume that

overlap with to only one node. To ensure

bi-connectivity, there must be an overlapping chain between
with , overlaps with

and

, i.e.,

overlaps

overlaps with . Also to ensure bi-connectivity, the node to which

overlaps with must not be the same as the one to which

overlaps with ; then a cyclic path

containing these overlapping nodes will occur, which overlaps with

to two or more nodes and

is absurd according to the assumption. Thus

by the single overlapping

can only connect to

node, which is again absurd according to the assumption of bi-connectivity. That is to say,
cannot overlap with to only one node.
Therefore, the assumption that there exists a cyclic path
cyclic path

that does not overlap with any other

to two or more nodes is not valid and in bi-connected topologies, there is more than

one node overlapped between cyclic paths.
Overall, A -node ( >0) bi-connected component is cyclic-like.
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III.

CTCS OVERVIEW

a. Minimum cyclic path based on a certain node
Based on cyclic-like topologies, we now propose algorithm 1 to search for a minimum cyclic
path based on a single node .
Given nodes and possible links between them, a minimum cyclic path could be obtained by
performing a variant of Breadth First Search (BFS), which takes as root; all links can only be
searched for once and all paths are recorded; all searched nodes are marked and its child node
will not be visited again. After this BFS, the first path which meets any one of following
conditions is the minimum cyclic path
1) The endpoints of the path
2) A path

on a single node that we are searching for:

are

that can be combined from a pair of half-cyclic paths and contains the single node .

A pair of half-cyclic paths means two paths and
path

can be obtained by connecting

and

having the same leaves as each other. The

on node and deleting all of the duplicated

nodes except their endpoints.
When started, Algorithm 1 put the child nodes of the targeted node into a queue; each time it
takes one node out to process and put its children into the queue, which implements a BFS, until
all links are visited or a path that meets any of the two conditions are found. During the process,
the algorithm reserves all paths. If any duplicated nodes other than are found, the corresponding
half-cyclic-paths are combined and check whether the deduced cyclic path meets the condition.
Algorithm 1 is formally presented as follows:

Algorithm 1, to search for a minimum cyclic path based on a single node

Input:
, graph for reference
, the node to search for the smallest cyclic path based on, which is the root of the BFS tree of
Algorithm 1
Output:
, the smallest cyclic path based on node
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1: Set all nodes unvisited
2:

←

3:

Check

and put neighbors of

into the queue

as elements of nodes to

visit
4: Put

into the array

5: Set

visited

as the first element of paths to reserve

6: Do
7:

For every neighbor

of

8:

Delete the edge between

9:

Put

10:

If

11:

into the array

in

//no duplicated edges

as the an element of paths to reserve

is unvisited
Set

visited

12:

Else if

13:

If

14:

and

is visited
is

Return the processing path as output

15:

End if

16:

Combine half-cyclic paths and acquire the deduced cyclic path

17:

If contains

18:

Return the path as output

19:
20:

End if
End if
←the first element dequeued by queue

21:
22:

End for

23: While

is not empty

Next we show that Algorithm 1 can deduce minimum cyclic paths based on a certain node, before
which we have a lemma first.
Lemma 2 If node belongs to a bi-connected topology, the path obtained from Algorithm 1 is a
cyclic path containing node .
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Proof: Since node belongs to a bi-connected topology, according to Theorem 2, there must be a
cyclic-like topology that contains , which means there must be a cyclic path containing node .
By Algorithm 1, when a duplicated node is found, we can obtain a cluster of paths ϱ (having at
least two paths) from it to node . Since the result of BFS is a tree instead of a graph, every path
achieve from Algorithm 1 will not contain duplicated nodes except endpoints. Therefore if the
path that we acquired has the endpoints of node , then obviously it is a cyclic path containing ;
otherwise we connect two paths in ϱ with node and delete all duplicated nodes, then we achieve
a path that have no duplicated nodes except endpoints, which is also a cyclic path according to
our definition. Finally since node is in the path according to condition (2) in Algorithm 1, thus it
is also a cyclic path containing node .
Theorem 3 If node belongs to a bi-connected topology, the path obtained from Algorithm 1 is
the minimum cyclic path containing node .
Proof: According to Lemma 2, the path acquired from Algorithm 1 is a cyclic path containing
node . Next we use proof by contradiction to show that this path is the minimum cyclic path
containing node .
Assume that

is the first path to be found in Algorithm 1 and is not the minimum path

containing . Since node belongs to a bi-connected topology, according to Theorem 2, there
must be a cyclic-like topology that contains , which means there must be a cyclic path containing
node and a minimum one
than that in , i.e.,

also exists. Thus the number of nodes in

must be smaller

. Because Algorithm 1 is a variant of BFS, the path that Algorithm

1 obtains is in BFS tree and the length of it is gradually increased by 1 while the depth of BFS
tree raised by 1. Since the difference in different length of path must not be less than one, the
leaves of shorter paths like

will always be closer to the root and will be quicker to be found

than longer paths like .
Although every link can only be used once in Algorithm 1, shorter path obviously will be
obtained first other than longer ones, thus the links in the minimum cyclic path will be acquired
first and then Algorithm 1 can make sure the minimum cyclic path could be found without its
links occupied. Thus

is the path that meets the condition of Algorithm 1 and is made sure to

be found first other than , which is absurd according to our assumption that is the first path to
be found. Therefore the path obtained from Algorithm 1 is at the same time the minimum path
containing .
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b. Complex cycles based on combination of minimum cyclic paths
Then we introduce Algorithm 2 to establish more complicated cycles which comes from multiple
cyclic paths. A cyclic topology also includes combination of different simple cyclic paths if and
only if any cyclic path among them are overlapped with at least another to two or more nodes.
Thus Algorithm 2 goes like this: first it chooses a pair of cyclic-like topologies to combine and
check whether they are overlapped with each other to at least two nodes. If so, a new topology (a
complex cycle) is created from these two topologies by connecting them together and deleting all
duplicated nodes. Then the new one will be put into the set of cyclic-like topologies to wait for
another possible combination. According to our definition of cyclic-like topologies, we can easily
acquire Theorem 4. The proof of Theorem 4 is straightforward and hence omitted.
Theorem 4 Complex cycles obtained from such combination of two different cyclic paths or
other cyclic-like topologies are still bi-connected.
When it comes to compute the physical connectivity of a component, we used a multi-round
threshold-based algorithm mentioned in our previous work. In each round, possible paths with
one cell-distance longer are computed and synchronously selected; those link paths having a
lower performance of connectivity than threshold are cut and others are allowed to grow until the
whole reachability is satisfied [10].

Algorithm 2

Input:
, one of the cyclic-like topologies to be combined
, another one of the cyclic-like topologies to be combined
σ, all found cyclic-like topologies before Algorithm 2
Output:
σ, all found cyclic-like topologies after Algorithm 2
1: If
2:
3:

overlaps
←

with more than two nodes
, is the complex cycle created by combination of

Compute the physical connectivity of
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4:

If the physical connectivity of is more than overall threshold

5:

Insert into σ

6:

Return true

7:

Else

8:

Return false

9:

End if

10: Else
11:

Return false

12: End if

c. Connectivity-aware Topology control algorithm with Cyclic-like Structures
Finally we propose our overall CTCS algorithm. First we pick out a cyclic-like component
having the least power cost and sort other components in increasing order of degree of itself.
Degree of a component means the number of link from this component to other components.
Then the algorithm try to combine the component that has the least power cost and other sorted
components. Because of the definition and maximality of bi-connected components, components
that we obtained should not have duplicated nodes and we delete the duplicated ones. Repeat the
above steps until all components are processed or the number of components remains unchanged.

Connectivity-aware Topology control algorithm with Cyclic-like Structures

Input:
, graph for reference
Output:
, graph whose nodes are allocated power

1:

←

2: σ←∅
3: Set all nodes unvisited in
4: For every node

in
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5:

If

is unvisited
←Algorithm 1 (

6:

, )

7:

Set all nodes in visited

8:

σ←σ

9:

End if

10: End for
11: Do
←the path not processed yet and having the least power cost in σ

12:
13:

Set

processed
paths that not yet processed in σ-

14:

in increasing order of degree of components

15:

Sort

16:

For every cyclic-like component

17:

Algorithm 2(

,

in

, σ)

18:

End for

19:

Delete components in σ that have duplicated nodes as previous ones

20: While |σ| is changed or there is path not yet processed in σ

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the performance of our algorithm CTCS to another two approaches
named RTCA and CSR [14].

Table.1 comparison of CTCS and another two algorithms (RTCA and CSR)

Topological

Physical

Connectivity

Connectivity

RTCA

√

×

×

CSR

×

√

×

CTCS

√

√

√
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As explained in Section 1, RTCA ensures the bi-connectivity of a certain topology by checking
the connectivity without each one node and do not take physical connectivity into account;
meanwhile CSR ensures only physical connectivity and regardless of topological connectivity；
our proposed algorithm CTCS manage to balance both requirements.
In our experiments a variable N_nodes is simulated; It reflects the number of nodes in
deployment area whose value varies from 0 to 450. The thresholds of physical connectivity are
both set 0.4 in CTCS and CSR, which is slightly lower than the average reachability (0.5) of each
single link to somehow ensure the existence of result. As the environment gradually changed, we
observe how the three algorithms perform. Every experiment is run as much as 10 times and we
take the average as its final result.
Note that the operation time for RTCA is already longer than one day when the number of nodes
increasing to 150, which is too long to run multiple times and the experiment result may not be
accurate enough, thus the related data for RTCA is omitted when the number of nodes not less
than 150.

Fig.2 Time Cost of CTCS, RTCA, CSR against Number of Nodes
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In the first series of experiments, the number of nodes increased and the corresponding
performance on time cost of the three algorithms are listed in Fig.2. As the number of nodes
raised, all operating tines of these algorithms also increased. Especially RTCA, the time goes up
to 511 seconds when 100 nodes and even more than one day when 150 nodes. That is because as
the number of nodes increases, the number of possible subsets that is bi-connected sharply raised.
Thanks to the property of cyclic-like topologies, when ensuring bi-connectivity CTCS do no need
to compute possible subsets and check for bi-connectivity. Therefore CTCS goes up much slower
than the RTCA do. But when the scale of nodes grows more, more combinations of smallest
cyclic paths are needed which costs more time. CSR has the lowest operation times which are
always below 10 seconds, since it only focus on physical connectivity and the deduced topology
of which do not need to be processed by the high-cost checking function, but of course its
deduced topologies have the lowest robustness among the three algorithms.

Fig.3 Physical Connectivity of CTCS, RTCA and CSR against Number of Nodes

In the second series of experiments (Fig.3), as the number of nodes grows the corresponding
physical connectivity of the three algorithms comes down. That is because when the scale of the
network increases, the average length between any pair of nodes raised. Since the possibility for
successful communication of each link is always lower than 100%, thus the reachability of every
two nodes drops. Though there is only two pair of available data for RTCA, i.e., (50, 0.41) and
(100, 0.32), because the result will be even lower as scale increases, the follower result of RTCA
will be very likely to be much lower than CSR and CTCS. CSR always has the better
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performance than another two since it only focus on physical connectivity. CTCS comes lower
than CSR but the difference between them seems to be increasingly slightly smaller since the
threshold is set 0.4 when configuration and bots results will gradually close to it.

Fig.4 Average Power Cost of CTCS, RTCA and CSR against Number of Nodes

In the third series of experiments (Fig.4) we focus on the average power cost on each node. As
the number of nodes in the network increases, the power of RTCA and CSR both grows since
they do not have any power control. When the scale of the network rises, the average distances on
paths between nodes increases and it needs more power to communicate. Especially RTCA, it
increases so fast that in the case of 20 nodes the average power even reaches over 500 units. CSR
grows fast at first and become gradually stable at around 700 units when the number of nodes
gets larger, which is always lower than RTCA. That is because CSR tend to create more
reachable and stable paths, which means longer (and thus not that stable) links that needs more
power are less likely to be established than RTCA. The last one CTCS costs far less power than
any other two algorithm, which is always less than 200 units; because when combination
processes CTCS take the links using less power in priority, which keeps the average power cost
at a relatively very low level.
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Fig.5 Number of Components of CTCS, FFS, CSR against Number of Nodes

The last series of experiment (Fig.5) shows that for fixed topological and physical connectivity
requirements, the number of components grows after the number of nodes raises. That is because
when the scale of the network increases, the cost of change the whole network into a single
connected topology with required property also goes up or even become impossible, which stop
components to combine and get large and therefore increasingly more components remain in the
deduced topologies. The result of CTCS and FFS should at the same meet both two categories of
requirements other than one in CSR, which is in fact much tougher and hence leaves much more
components.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the problem of providing the network a better performance on
topological and physical connectivity. CTCS is introduced to meets both requirements while
cutting down the time cost during operation. The key idea is to investigate a new topology named
cyclic-like topologies and use a physical connectivity control function for probabilistic topology
control, which eventually strikes a better balance of topological and physical connectivity
requirements.
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